
 

Although it's not unusual to find the latest hit movie or TV show on iTunes, sometimes getting your hands on something new can
be difficult. That's where streaming services like Netflix and Hulu come in to play. And if you're looking for more obscure
movies, these apps are all about browsing through b-movies that are often available for free. When it comes to movies and TV
shows, public domain content is your best friend. That's why so many sites offer resources for finding free movies online. Here
are some of the best places to download open source media, including classic movies, documentaries, animated shorts, and more
free content. The first thing you have to do is browse through the public domain movie website archive to find what you're
looking for. You can also sort by the earliest year that the film was released or just browse by category—it's up to you. If you're
looking for something specific but can't find it, don't worry! There are plenty of other options available for streaming online
media for free below. The Internet Archive is a nonprofit organization with one simple but powerful goal: to archive everything
on the Internet. The group even has their own section (and app) dedicated to streaming free public domain and vintage media
constantly. You can find everything from classic movies and TV shows, like The Wizard of Oz, Charlie Chaplin comedies, and
the original Star Wars trilogy (before it got all those special edits), as well as old time radio shows (this is the perfect place to
listen to old-timey versions of your favorite television series) and even old commercials. If you love watching old movies or
looking up interesting historical facts, you'll want to check out the Public Broadcasting Service website. This site features a
massive collection of more than 14,000 free educational videos, ranging from programming about World War II and the Great
Depression to health and science. (You can find some current productions here, too.) The main reason why these movies are
available for free is because they were found on VHS tapes by the National Film Board of Canada (the same company that
produces public domain films like this). These films include more than 100 documentaries that were produced between 1969
(when videocassettes became more common) and 1999. You can also find tons of old Canadian TV shows and national news
broadcasts. Just like the Public Broadcasting Service site, you can search and browse through all 14,000 videos in this collection
for free. If you prefer to stream your movies, you don't have to worry about copyright violations with this site. The Internet
Archive's Streaming Videos collection is absolutely massive, and it has every movie imaginable (along with plenty of television
shows). It's always up to date since it pulls from such a huge community of uploaders. You can sort by the most popular content
on the home page or browse through an alphabetical list of available movies.
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